InTRODUcTIOn
When we think about security in virtual worlds, our first inclination might be how we login into the system and verify our identity. This singlefactor authentication by username and password is meant to protect our identity, and privileges in the world. However, we are also protecting the true value of the virtual world avatar: its owned objects. Of course we can consider the experiences through play (Castronova, 2003) as well, but what we might value the most is not just the avatar (and by extension, us) but owned objects (e.g., property) (Horowitz, 2007) . Of course these objects can be placed in the virtual world, worn on the avatar, or stored in a virtual inventory, but they generally exist in a single virtual world. Depending on the world, users might have invested massive amounts of real or virtual money, or copious amounts of time to upgrade items. Because of these investments, securing virtual objects within specific worlds, and potentially transferring them to others (in the case of virtual world closure, user choice, etc.) is quite an important issue now and in the future as we see greater virtual market penetration via 3D environments.
Managing objects is already a critical need even with the majority of current virtual worlds as closed environments. In closed environments avatars and objects are restricted to just one environment and a direct transfer is seldom possible or even favored. Even though the object encoding standard for the graphical representation of objects (nodes, edges, textures) is shared, additional scripting or environment specific modifications cannot be exported. Virtual worlds, such as World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2010) or Habbo Hotel (Habbo Hotel, 2010) , do not allow object imports to protect the in-world market. In these worlds, providers place the objects in the virtual environment's economy, and offer them in specialized stores or reward users after they complete a series of tasks (e.g. quests). There are some trades completed in marketplaces like eBay, but many times these violate the specific virtual world's Terms of Service (TOS). Within a virtual game realm, there are reasons for this control, such as the provider needing to control the game flow, balance, and economy. Virtual worlds are different. Development over the last few years indicates a stronger desire for object interchange between virtual worlds (Watte & Systems, 2009) . In order to effectively facilitate this interchange, the interoperability of objects beyond the specific world's aspects and controls is crucial. In other words, users' objects need to retain privileges, functionality, and interaction with the chosen virtual world environment whenever possible. We propose that the replacement of the current paradigm of environmentally-controlled static objects with dynamic objects that communicate their properties, much as newer object oriented programming languages.
Discussion of crucial Terminology
Before continuing, we need to define our terminology for this chapter as our use of interpretation of terms might be different. We use the term object for virtual (digital) objects in virtual worlds. Note that the analogy to the object model as used in programming languages like C++ or Java basically matches our concept of object representation: Objects behave according to their code, interact by messages, and are related by a dynamic reference graph with relations as part of a larger semantic network (cf. Section 2.2). Objects belonging to an avatar are stored in an individual inventory or general storage facilities (repository). Properties specify the object; this is also called metadata (Baca, 2008) or capabilities (Scheffler et al., 2008) . The creator, owner, or user of an object is represented in virtual worlds by avatars. Note that in our understanding, users on social networks like Facebook or Flickr are as well using (multiple) avatars to represent their identity. We do adhere to the term avatar for the virtual representation of one user and ignore possible multiple identities (c.f. post-modern identity theory) depending on the current control. We use the term users, even though in virtual environments, this does not imply only humans but could stand for an object, which acts like or on the behalf of the real world person. Therefore, everything being said about the user is also valid for objects. Objects require access rights and privileges to interact in the environments. This is a critical distinction for us as we use the term access with respect to resources in the environment rather than access to the environment (authentication; identity verification of the real user). We use the term group to describe a collection of users (and ultimately objects), whereas we use the term entity for user, group, or object.
Moving from Avatar to Object
Pushing the awareness away from the avatarcentered perspective in virtual worlds toward the object itself is the underlying theme throughout our discussion, as well as our proposed architecture. In every context, researchers talk about the experiences in virtual worlds , how users represent themselves (Ducheneau et al., 2009 ), how communication is taken to a higher level , and how students explore and even create their learning material (Erlenkötter et al., 2008) . But the object, the true building block of every idea, plays just a minor supporting role in most research and discussions. Obviously, the creations are demonstrated in words and images, and used to emphasize the new learning experience, but rarely does research examine securing the creations, neither archiving nor transferring them to other platforms. Perhaps most researchers consider this the work of the hosting organization, but we would argue this is not the case.
Most users would agree that objects are critical for the immersive experience; otherwise, virtual worlds would be full of avatars with nothing to do (and some might argue avatars would not even exist). Users from around the world have already created over a billion Second Life objects, but these are objects stored on closed servers with access only by specialized software with limited options for local copies and transfer to other environments. This paradigm extends to many other worlds as well. We argue that although the concentration is on the avatar for identification, the value of objects is often underestimated. In this chapter, we explore the object itself and describe the minimal requirements for relevant properties in secure (multi-) environments. By examining the importance of objects and illustrating the need to control and manage every aspect, we are able to create the foundation on which we design our concept that defines how one can manage and secure not only the objects themselves but also increase the potential for the inter-world transfer of objects.
We must stress that although we accentuate the importance of identity security, authentication, and trusted networks, we do not discuss detailed technical aspects, but remain at a high-level discussion. Our lack of discussion in this area is not meant to slight its importance, nor does this mean that we do not address methods to secure objects like digital watermarking; however, we provide only references for algorithmic or implementation details as these are far beyond the scope of this chapter, but not our overall research agenda; see Section 6 with suggestions for further reading.
chapter Organization
Our discussion on object properties and management, security issues, and the proposed Global Object Management System (GOMS) architecture is presented in the remainder of the chapter. In Section 2 we discuss the object itself and focus on the properties (2.1), as well as on the object management (2.2). We also discuss and create an advanced object design for objects, and offer supporting examples. Section 3 centers on security concerns and proposed object protections. Second Life (3.2), and briefly its open source counterpart OpenSim (3.3) and Project Wonderland (3.4), are examined as examples of current object handling, and throughout we examine management and security challenges. This discussion leads to Section 4 in which we put forth our suggested architecture. We conclude the chapter (Section 5) with a look to future research milestones and a summary of our lessons learned to date. Virtual worlds and the 3D Web are still in their infancy and demand more research on object handling, encoding, and especially security. We believe the demand for inter-world exchangeability will supersede the current closed world's approaches resulting in additional compatibility and interoperability questions, as well as potential benefits and challenges with interblending cultures and societies.
OBJecTs AnD THeIR IMPORTAnce
Shifting the focal point from an avatar-centered perspective towards objects requires a wellfounded model to encode objects including their properties, security, and robustness for inter-world transfers. Although the encoding of objects and their interdependencies is the subject of several standards and publications, we outline generic properties and influences on the objects and their management which have to be considered in a secure environment no matter what the encoding (Section 2.1). This model inevitably demonstrates potential security risks without reducing arguments for specific standards or shortfalls of other approaches. In addition, we expand the object-oriented concept where all information and functionality is part of the object itself and not induced by the environment. This facilitates the integration of security provisions and enhances the portability and compatibility. The described model is used in Section 3 to analyze different worlds, and is represented in our discussions of Second Life, OpenSim, and Project Wonderland. However, the model could be applied to any virtual world's objects.
Object Properties
Information describing an object is referred to as meta-data (Baca, 2008) . Dublin Core, EXIF, or XMP are a few specifications to annotate objects like websites or images with further information like size, format, or content; see Wikipedia (2010) for a current list. For 3D objects, standards like X3D (Web 3D Consortium, 2010) , O3D (Google Code Labs, 2010), XML3D (Slusallek, 2010) , or COLLADA (COLLADA, 2010) provide elements (e.g., XML-tags) to describe properties in the object itself. Here, we discuss the objects from a formal perspective with respect to required functionality incorporating elements from various sources (c.f., in virtual worlds, on the Web, or in applications), but neither from the perspective of virtual worlds nor including a broad coverage of elements. The proposed list is not complete but does demonstrate major categories that need to be adapted within an object and its anticipated application in order to work within our proposed architecture.
We propose that all objects can be classified by their properties into the following categories: metadata, physical, appearance, function, environment, relation, and social. Figure 1 represents these categories in a general sense; Table 1 describes the categories in more details.
Depending on the environment and usage of objects, further properties need to be added; requirements of being within a certain proximity of the object, having a certain state to interact with an object (e.g., avatar has to sit on the driver seat to operate the vehicle), having certain qualifications, and so on. Interaction of objects is encoded using the relation, function, and environment properties and allows for dynamic systems; i.e. by providing a server based semantic network for the object relation. Interaction as well as access are encoded in the object and therefore 
Property Description

Metadata
Further information describes the object in more details, which cannot be assigned to other categories. This is general (e.g., name, date of creation), context-dependent (e.g., e-learning, specialized application), or classification (e.g., keywords based on ontologies, field of study). With respect of improving interaction of objects, linking external information resources (e.g., databases, knowledge information systems) to define proper reaction on the behalf of the involved objects are intended; see also the description for interaction following the table.
Physical
Objects used in environments that represent (virtual) physical spaces, such that physical properties reassure adequacy of the objects in that environment; e.g., burning torches require oxygen and even virtual life might need food to stay alive. Proper physical behavior requires parameters, e.g., to detect collision of objects (size), to determine the capability of floating (density), or balancing objects (weight). Technical parameters like number of prims, nodes, or surfaces allow an estimation of the complexity and, therewith, the applicability.
Appearance
The object's representation for the avatar; e.g. material with its sensory perception and other haptic experiences. Appearance and physical properties are discriminated as appearance is related to the user (represented by the avatar) and physical to the environment; whereas avatars are considered as objects under the direct users' control. Precisely, properties encode, e.g., observed temperature (based on environment or self-regulated like an oven), structure (rough surface vs. smooth), interpretation of objects being worn (costumes).
Function
Specify how the object can be used by other objects or avatars; e.g. container to store other objects, vehicle for avatars, or food to eat for more energy. Besides some predefined attributes like wearable or consumable, custom functions are the key to an unlimited (interactive) virtual world. Interfaces (sensors) monitor the environment for occurring events and trigger assigned functions; e.g. collision, touch by an avatar, or progress of time.
Environment
Link object properties to an environment and need to be specified for each object instance throughout the full lifetime. Examples are granted privileges to access, modify, or transfer the object on individual or group level, number of allowed copies, or restrictions where and how often the object can be used (required, e.g., in virtual games where player buy food items to regain energy for their avatar by using the object in parts or completely fall as well). In addition, the access rights for functions (see functional properties) follow the same idea: the object grants (or denies) access to roles, groups, or individual users depending on environment as well as other attributes like time, cost or ownership of objects; see also relation.
Relation
Define relations to other objects and used mainly to encode possible interaction. Relations are encoded comparable to semantic networks, where the type of relation as well as the related object is given. For example, a door requires a particular key; it would be specified here with the type open/close and the object identifier of the key. Instead of relations to specific object, we could use concepts: A wine bottle requires an object representing the concept of a drinking container (glass) for the relation pour.
Social
Describes the context of objects; e.g. rating and cultural adequacy. Social properties are required to prevent conflicts where objects should not be presented to certain cultures or religions, or being next to another object; e.g. the kindergarten next to the red light district would be a bad choice. The terms describing context should be mapped against ontologies. Unfortunately, current environments use proprietary encodings and, therefore, are not compatible. For example, there is no common language among all worlds; Second Life uses its own script language, Linden Scripting Language (LSL) with scripts being stored as part of the objects (Linden Lab, 2010a) , while Project Wonderland does not yet support in-world functions, but uses precompiled cells on the server-side (Retha, 2008) . As a result, functions are linked to their (compatible) environment. Later alternatives could include a code conversion or general scripting language with distinct APIs for each world (i.e., internal object support). Another weakness with respect to security surfaces in Second Life. Access to functions is controlled by the function itself with implementations for each role. Instead of bundling multiple roles into one function (e.g. touching an object causes different reactions for creator and general users), the execution right should be controlled by environmental properties and environment specific grants for each entity.
In addition to compatibility problems among the environments, we need to address the relational complexity between objects; i.e. as the information is stored within the object itself. To limit the object's size, only non-general relations or relations concerning the main purpose of the object should be stored in the object. As a general rule for every function involving two or more objects, there is also a relation defined. That is, for example, the key to a door or specific tires for a vehicle. For the sake of generality, external semantic networks with allowed interactions between objects are accessible by the object. Note that the security of a system is increased if object interaction is restricted to semantically correct ones, assuming that objects are specified correctly (c.f., Section 3). Another important application of relations is about referring to alternative (e.g., other media formats, alternative representation) or modified objects (versioning) (c.f., Section 2.2).
The proposed categories with exemplary properties are visualized for three different objects in Figure 2 . Although demonstrating the idea of how to encode objects, we do not intend to be accurate in the syntax; i.e. neither the parameters for functions, fully specified relations, nor the reference of relation types to functions are shown for the sake of readability. Properties in the first two categories should be self-explanatory. For example, the property temperature indicates if objects are heat-sources or depend on the temperature of the environment. The car (trabbi) is ambivalent and could be either dependent on the environment (parked car on the street) or self-heating (engine and a/c is running). Here, we declared the trabbi to be the first case and would model its components (engine, a/c) to be heat sources, with both objects being related to the car in the category relation. In environment, the overall number of trabbis is unlimited (inf.), although some virtual worlds like Second Life explicitly restricts the count to 50 to increase its value. Moreover, defined functions, as well as general operations are granted or denied to entities: the chair is not visible to the avatar Tyke McMillan. In Second Life the car can only be driven by owners, whereas everyone can sit in it. Finally, relations are defined; i.e., the object chair can be transported by the object trabbi, and the attendant is able to load the object. Note that the object attendant does not have a relation to drive the object trabbi, therefore we assume either that the attendant cannot drive the trabbi (even in case of being the owner) or that specific rules in the server-based semantic network exist on a general level to restrict this relation.
Object Management
Over their lifetime, objects can face several risks from multiple sources that target flaws in the object design, application, and handling. The best analogy is found in the software industry, where developers try to stay ahead of hackers by regular software updates to fix security breaches (resulting from development errors) and adapting to changed environments (new technology). To improve security, we investigate relevant factors regarding the object management and increase awareness of possible issues about security while demonstrating the importance to have an objectoriented design in a multi-environmental context to include identity, transfer between two or more entities, visibility, or access. We are aware that the list is not complete and specialized worlds or applications require additional parameters, which have to be carefully considered in the same context with respect to security.
Object security originates in the system design and every non-considered possible breach or missing information can later be used to manipulate the objects, their relation, or interaction. The robustness to new contexts is important as a change of context might reveal information or grant access to invalid entities in a multi-world setting. In addition, the design determines the versatility (to include the combination or communication across environments) and API of objects. Of course, another risk is the user itself. The object needs protection against manipulation, distribution (creating copies, transfer), or loss. The entertainment industry constantly attempts, with doubtful success, to limit the number of digital copies for music and movies using special codices, DRM (Digital Right Management ), or specialized software. Although not a focus on this discussion, DRM is a good example for existing secure technological solutions and their limitations. Additionally, trusted computing achieves a sophisticated level of security by involving the whole system; the application is distrusted by the general users as their decision is passed to others (Kabus, 2009) . It also increases administrative overhead in case of multiple devices or change of hardware and software. We must learn from past mistakes and we believe our framework embodies these learned lessons in its approach.
In the following sections, we identify several factors influencing object design and its security. Protecting objects requires knowledge of what to protect, where objects are applied and what kind of interaction is allotted. We discuss factors like identity, privileges, transfer, or tracking from an object-oriented perspective. Even though the list encompasses the most important items, we are aware that it could be extended in order to consider other models to encode objects.
Object Identification and Privileges
Objects require unique identification on a global level. In Figure 2 , we used Unified Resource Identifier (URI, Berners- Lee et al., 2005) with the scheme http://obj_id.net/objid to reference the object (domain, global unique identifier). Additional possible encodings are the country code of the creator (3 hexadecimal digits), unique identification of the original environment (6), time stamp (15) and unique object number in this environment (9): objid=001_000100_01 23456789ABCDE_01234567; see also UUID (Universal Unique Identifier, Leach et al., 2005) or DOI (Digital Object Identifier, International DOI Foundation, 2010; commonly known in the research community for bibliographic references) for schemes to code persistent identification.
Availability describes the quantity of objects (overall or within an environment), while uniqueness guarantees that two different objects never have the same identifier. While availability is merely verifying that the number of existing objects is not above a given (global) boundary, uniqueness raises certain (philosophical) questions: what makes an object unique? What qualifies the assignment of new identifiers? Are modified objects new unique objects with new identifier or can we consider them to be the same as before? Nevertheless, we suggest a simplified approach: An object is the same as long its physical structure is unmodified, e.g., parts, edges, nodes, or surfaces are constant in number and position. On the other hand, any change of the physical structure results in a new object, whereas the original is copied for references and versioning (c.f., Section 2.2.2). For example, if a car is painted green, it is still the same object. If the car is modified by a new body, we consider it to be a different (and, therefore, new) object. Both objects store references to each other for traceability, such that modifications can be resolved to the very first original object.
Access and interaction depends on the privileges granted to entities. For conformance, interchangeability, and security, basic privileges need to be globally defined, whereas the environments guarantee the compliance of privileges and their correct implementation (c.f., Section 3.1). We distinguish basic (e.g., transfer, modifying, touch, and visibility) and user-defined (e.g., driving or using an object in a certain way) privileges in our architecture because the latter usually require a specific function to define the privilege implications in the environment. Object privileges are specified by parameters such as: Each custom function (property function) as well as environment (property environment) has its own set of independent privileges. With respect to administrative overhead, objects assign privileges to roles or groups rather than individual avatars or objects. However, in cases with high demands on personalization or security, individually granted privileges are the first choice. If privileges depend highly on the environment and offered object functionality, a basic set might be limited to privileges like access, transfer, visibility (e.g., research department, where visitors are not allowed to see everything), mobility (allowed to move the object), delete, take, or modify the object.
Objects allow different roles (e.g. creator, owner, or user) . In contrast to the general allocation of roles to users and groups, objects are treated as equivalent and are able to be creators, owners, or users (e.g., an aerial scanner which creates and sends out drones to collect data). In this case, either the creator of the scanner (scanner follows instructions implemented by its creator) or the scanner itself (fully in charge of the process [e.g. autonomous and intelligent software agents]) is the creator of the drones.
The argumentation is diverse if we look at multiple entities being creators for the same object. How would we share responsibility? Are creators responsible for their part or the whole object? Can every creator modify all parts or only their own? Can one creator restrict the access for other creators of the same object? It might be possible to model multiple creators but for practicality and acceptance, we need a simple and intuitive concept. For that reason, we allow for the role creator only one avatar or object. To allow collaborative work, the responsible creator needs to assign privileges like object modification.
Every object is owned by (multiple) entities. Note that multiple owners share the object equally with the same privileges. For example, revenues or votes for decisions are equally distributed to all owners rather than using different shares similar to shareholders in publicly tradable companies. If such functionality is required, it can and should be implemented as a custom function. Comparable with reality, multiple ownerships are valid even for objects taken into the inventory of one avatar; the access on the other hand might be restricted. The first owner is always equal to the creator, who also sets the initial privileges. Whether an owner is able to change or pass privileges depends on the granted rights.
Last, we have the role user to control interaction with the object based on privileges and functionality. This role is used to explicitly limit the access to specific entities; not specified ones are not allowed to get privileges granted. Only owners are special as they cannot be excluded from the role user.
Object Access and Transfer
Privileges grant access to objects and define the interaction, which are either default functions or functions defined in the object (functional). Besides using privileges, the access to objects can rely on other objects being owned by the entity; e.g., key cards to open doors. The relation of objects can be defined in two ways: by object identifier or object metadata. The first approach is about higher security as the creator defines the lock and key by object identifier (key) in the relation properties of the lock; see example in Figure  3 . Access to the lock is only possible if the key is owned and carried (on the avatar or in the inventory) by the authorized entity. (Unmodified) copies are also eligible as they are cross-referenced with the original; here the creator keeps responsibility for allowing copies. Using common metadata description is less secure as other avatars can create objects with matching properties. Examples for scenarios are clothing, extensions for rooms, or food items in role games.
Especially in scenarios where the objects are subjected to high security, invisibility to nonauthorized users is the safest solution (Wright & Madey, 2008a) . The idea of granting visibility rather than access relies in the general serverclient-architecture, where non-visible objects are not transferred to the client and, therefore, are safe against most attacks. Another example how visibility can be used, is set in a theater. While objects on stage are visible but not accessible, stage-hands need to (re-)build the stage setting without being visible. This can be solved using different spaces; that is, the visibility of the avatars (being objects) and all objects for the next scene is denied for everyone but stage workers, who setup the stage. During a break, the visibility is flipped with the current stage.
We distinguish two kinds of transfer. Passing is about changing the ownership by giving objects to one or more entities. Copying is about replicating an object and passing the new object. A change of ownership denotes several considerations about rights, privileges, and properties. It goes without saying that with lacking privileges or access to the objects, neither passing nor copying is possible. First, the entity triggering the transfer must have adequate privileges and be the owner. In case of multiple owners, it has to be sufficient that one owner passes the object without getting approval of all. The trust for correct decisions was approved by granting the privilege in the first place. Note that it is technically possible to ask all owners before transferring the object, but would result in long delays even if everyone would agree on the transfer; e.g. delays through operative tasks, holidays, or sickness. Second, the mapping of properties and privileges for the next (new) owner needs to be specified. That is, the current owner has to define for every property or privileges how these are passed and if the new owner is able to change or pass these to the next owner. For example, a shop owner is allowed to personalize and sell tickets (even though he is not the creator) to someone else, who is not allowed to modify the ticket afterwards, e.g., date or category; see Figure 4 .
Copying involves the creation of new objects and, therefore, requires an additional consideration: who becomes the creator of the copy? Basically, it is either the creator of the original object or the entity who initiated the copy process. In our opinion, the second concept is superior as the latest responsibility for the object is visible; see also object traceability to guarantee references to previous creators. Note that the access for the original creator has to be granted through privileges as well. This allows, given the right privileges, to prevent even updates or other access (like revoking the object) by the creator and, therefore, keeping object static; e.g. in test scenarios where updates would change the outcome. Another plausible idea might be an empty creator field to differentiate copies from originals; if the creator is kept in the trace. Copying also requires verification of availability.
Unlimited Object Quantity, Restricted
Environment: The entity requests to copy a limited object, which is either authorized
Figure 4. Transfer of objects. In the upper part, Tyke McMillan transfers an object to Dokk Torok who is not allowed to pass it further on to others. Both have no privileges to make copies or perform modifications. Quantity is verified locally within the new environment. The lower part demonstrates copying, where Tyke McMillan owns a ticket that can be copied but not given away (that is, the blank ticket stays with Tyke McMillan). Tyke has the right for modification, i.e. inserting a name on the ticket. Quantity is checked on global and local level as a new object is created. Note that functions (inserting names while copying) and properties (creator, trace) are not shown with all details.
or denied based on the total count of currently existing objects in the environment, including inventories. Therefore, environments have to monitor object counts and apply control mechanisms like first come, first serve or hierarchical structures, where certain entities overrule concurrent copy requests; e.g., requests by avatars outvote requests by objects. 2. Limited Object Quantities: Albeit the object knows its own maximum number of existing copies, a superior authority needs to monitor the overall existence of limited objects in all environments. In general, a trusted server is used, where copy requests are handled similar as in environments.
In both cases, we need to discuss the influence of the previous owner or (original) creator. In several scenarios, influences are welcomed by new owners (e.g., updating functionality) or previous owners (e.g., retrieving rented objects after a predefined time period). Many recent cases illustrate that buying objects in Internet stores do not imply unrestricted ownership, such as Amazon deleting E-Books on the Kindle (June, 2009 ), or Apple reserving its right to access and revoke applications on the iPhone (von Lohmann, 2010) . The (negative) feedback towards (unknown) surveillance by companies/governments enforces exigencies of rules for inter-entity access to be followed: transparency, revocation of access privileges, and traceability of all performed procedures.
The object transfer is also restricted by rules (e.g., no allowed copies), technical properties (e.g., the object format is not compatible with another environment), or the environment itself (no export from closed environments). In addition, the properties can change over time and/or environments; examples are price or age of the object influencing the functionality. For the sake of interest, we should briefly discuss the relevance to use standards for encoding object details. Without questioning, standards are superior to proprietary formats in case that objects are not supposed to be limited to one platform; the number of import and export filters is reduced, redundancy and transfer errors are avoided, structural errors of the format are found faster, and documentation and tutorials are generally available. Over the last years, several standards, specifications, or proposals for standards were developed, for the purpose of object storage or security, the format is not relevant and we consider the objects to be binary files.
Object Information, Tracking, and Quality
The Metadata represents additional information. Depending on the virtual environment it can be generated automatically or has to be specified by the entities themselves. Further information about the object is given by building inheritance trees where properties (e.g., functional, environmental, and relation) are selected and merged for child objects. New objects can also be created by combining objects. In contrast to inheritance, the objects are kept as they are and combined to larger ones; i.e. by defining their relative position to each other as well as the interaction of components. Examples are the combination of vessel and crane (ship being able to (un)load storage without external equipment) or tires for vehicles, where the relative position is as important as the type and the granted rights for tire changes.
Objects need and should (if not otherwise specified) trace all occurring changes, modifications, and relations to other objects. Generally speaking, the information about the object is stored as part of the object; whereas the environment is responsible for maintaining the trace. Note that the mechanism has to be used with caution, as the trace might flood the object and cause huge object size. Versioning corresponds to keeping track of copied and modified objects. The trace within objects can be used to recreate every previous version; assuming that the trace is copied for every new version of an object. We discriminate the following information types, whereas further are defined by each environment. Information is stored with timestamp, environment, and involved entities.
1. Trace: Keep trace of originating object in case of copying, change of owner, or modification of major properties (e.g., regarding grants or functions). The information here is, e.g., required to trace object history, versioning, inheritance, or ownership. 2. Function: Allow functions to write to the trace log. 3. Detail: Keep track of any modification of the object; e.g., movements, interactions with other entities, or modifications of less relevant properties. 4. Debug: Include further information to debug specific scenarios or tracing errors.
Here, information about the environment is included to reconstruct specific settings.
Persistence is the "characteristic of data that outlives the execution of the program that created it" (Wikipedia, 2010) . To transfer this to our scenario, the secure and unchanged storage of objects has to be guaranteed. First, each environment has to take care of this, as well as the Global Object Database; see Section 4. This requirement is in line with specifications for databases. On the other hand, virtual objects are part of shared environments with interaction while the owner is offline. Assuming correct grants, the object changes are in consent with the owner. Changes are communicated and stored in form of single messages (based on time intervals or occurring events) or cumulated reports being send to the owner. If an object state needs to be kept, either the grants must be very restrictive or replicated to a secure environment.
Finally, the context and quality of objects is specified by several properties. The context is characterized by, e.g., community appropriateness, compatibility, and collaboration, whereas the quality has to be seen with respect to the context as well as the user's expectation. Security in this context comprises the price-quality-relation such that the risk of overpricing or deviation in promised functionality is reduced; i.e. as uncountable projects (starting with Second Life to Linux to Gimp to OpenOffice) and repositories demonstrated the effect of motivation and believe in sharing by containing high-quality objects being available for free download.
Community Appropriateness accentuates the context of objects in relation to specific communities. Objects placed in an environment by the user require certain guarantees about the neighbors' behavior with respect to quality, kind, or appropriateness. For example, the virtual representation of a company has a showroom with replicas of the real world toys being produced. It is seldom appreciated if, e.g., a strip club or shop for nude skins opens in the neighborhood. Without further discussion where to draw the line between appropriate and inappropriate, certain mechanism should allow guarantees about (visible) neighboring objects. Another property for community security is about internationalization and consideration of cultural aspects of the intended users. First, objects as well as their human readable properties need be available and extensible in multiple languages. Second, the different interpretation of an object from culture to culture needs be considered at all times, either by warnings, limited access, or masking for certain users; e.g. not showing objects in a store by hiding or replacing.
Compatibility has to be approached by three different directions: (1) Can objects be combined and work in a given environment (intra-compatibility; e.g., combining two objects as a group and forming a new object)? (2) Can an object be used in any environment without losing its functionality? (3) From a plain technical perspective, can the encoding of object information and functions be readable and either be applicable or executable (we believe so). While general properties and structure can be transferred to different formats without a problem, it might not apply to functions where inter-language transfer is rather complex and involves high risks of errors.
Collaboration on the one hand is the communication between objects (e.g. interaction between agents) and describes the way objects can handle given problems and tasks together. On the other hand it stands for the possibilities of one or more avatars editing (e.g. building, designing an object) or using (e.g. driving a virtual car with both avatars being able to control the car) objects simultaneously.
secURITY AsPecTs
Risks and Protection
The previous section illustrated key requirements for objects in a multi-virtual world setting. Obviously, every item on the list is vulnerable to harm, either via criminal intent or by accident. Even though criminal minds will find ways to overcome almost any security barrier given time, it is important to increase the required maximum effort, while not interfering with the handling, features, preventing the application from effectively running. As mentioned previously, it is not our intention to describe the technology, but to increase the risk awareness in order for users to think about precautions. In the following section, we browse through all object related aspects and describe options for protection. Note that this is by far not complete and does not consider all components to initiate an attack. For example, we do not discuss visualization protection, where the object can be extracted from the graphics card memory, scanned from the monitor, or intercepted by knowing the rendering algorithms in open source software. If the viewing of objects needs to be secure, closed (and proprietary) software is needed on protected systems. Figure 3 shows an example for a shop, where intruders manipulated the items in various ways.
However, objects need to be transferred and stored on local media for individual repositories in order to maintain backups of objects and their associated intellectual property. Therefore, our main concerns are related to (illegal) copies and modifications of digital objects. This is comparable with DRM in the music industry or eBook handling, where companies need to prevent illegal copies by means of linking (to specific hardware) or determent (inscription with traceable information about the buyer). For 3D objects similar ideas can be used to integrate the cases above for a secure system.
Object Identification and Privileges
Observing a specific environment, the uniqueness of identifier and control of objects is done efficiently by internal object servers and databases. With multi-environments, we require global servers and either standards used by all environments or dedicated mapping functions with respect to objects and their properties. The global object server is used to register new objects, verify identity, validate the integrity, and protocols in their location. In addition, asymmetric encryption (key pair; c.f. Furht et al. (2005) ) is used to link the creator to the object as well as guaranteeing the unsophisticated content and meta-data. Here, the hash code and certificates for the environment (virtual world, application, and inventory) are used on trusted systems with respect to security (c.f. Torres Padrosa (2009) with focus on DRM). Like DRM, the platforms are licensed and verified for modification (e.g., malware) before objects are imported. In addition, digital objects are encrypted to prevent unauthorized copies and to allow distribution on public channels or media. Encrypted objects are matched with certificates based environment and users and can include further limitations like export or time of avail-ability. Certificates restrict the usage of objects and check the adherence of availability by limiting the issuance.
Observing a specific environment, the uniqueness of identifier and control of objects is done efficiently by internal object servers and databases. With multi-environments, we require global servers and either standards used by all environments or dedicated mapping functions with respect to objects and their properties. The global object server is used to register new objects, verify identity, validate the integrity, and protocols in their location. In addition, asymmetric encryption (key pair; c.f. Furht et al. (2005) ) is used to link the creator to the object as well as guaranteeing the unsophisticated content and meta-data. Here, the hash code and certificates for the environment (virtual world, application, and inventory) are used on trusted systems with respect to security (c.f. Torres Padrosa (2009) with focus on DRM). Like DRM, the platforms are licensed and verified for modification (e.g., malware) before objects are imported. In addition, digital objects are encrypted to prevent unauthorized copies and to allow distribution on public channels or media. Encrypted objects are matched with certificates based environment and users and can include further limitations like export or time of availability. Certificates restrict the usage of objects and check the adherence of availability by limiting the issuance.
Granting privileges follows a hierarchical topdown order. The role creator has all privileges by default and can appoint new owners and users including their privileges. Based on the privileges, owners are allowed to add additional owners and users, while users are generally not allowed to add additional entities to the object. Note that it should not be technically restricted, but the owner or creator should decide on this in principle. Another exception to this approach is that the owner can reduce the privileges of the creator to forbid access or visibility. The privileges are not defined by certificates but stored within the object. Encrypted hash codes are used to check for modification. Keeping the privileges accessible for inspection has advantages user with sufficient rights can be contacted and misuse is reduced by visibility of names. The security relies on the encryption and the integrity of the environments. Certificates are used from a global server, which could also be used for verification against a central database with all privileges.
Object Access and Transfer
Again, we have to distinguish passing and copying. Passing implies an authentication of the user and its certificates (i.e. being the owner and allowed to transfer the object) as well as a substitution of ownership and location of the object. If ownership is passed, the existing certificate for the original owner is invalidated such that objects cannot be used anymore; e.g., import into and use in (uncertified) environments would fail. Copying initiates the creation of a new object with instantiation of properties. Most important is the verification on allowed availability of copies. Here, the global server controls to total count as objects only know about the limit but not the concurrently existing objects.
Legal copies can be secured and monitored. However, what about illegal processes like stealing, plagiarism, alternating? Objects are digital assets and can simply be copied. Therefore, if the environment is not protected or objects are stored on public servers, stealing equals a simple copying process. The encryption (i.e. if the environments are running on trusted systems) of objects and certificates secures the objects sufficiently, such that hacking is not in proportion to the value of the objects and they become a less attractive target, or perhaps become more attractive yet unobtainable. On non-secure systems, object information might be extracted while being processed so there is not much that can be done about this but to require a secure environment before sending certificates for encryption. The same applies for alternating between types of systems, as it requires decryption and verification using the certificate.
Plagiarism is another issue as someone rebuilds objects or distributes slightly modified objects as their own. Here, watermarks (also called tattoos) can be used that are integrated into the object and allow identification and therefore tracking of the original creator. The disadvantage of watermarks in 3D objects is their robustness compared to watermarks for images (Eshraghi & Samavati, 2007) . We also need to differentiate between private users who are interested in modeling their reality by creating replicas from the real world (and do not sell and distribute them afterwards) and the professionals who build their business on brand replicas; e.g. car or sport brands. We do not intend to discuss laws and existing cases as this is different in almost every country. Nevertheless, on important security concern is to protect objects from unauthorized copying (even though we know from movie and software piracy that the race cannot be won) and to identify copied objects.
Object Information, Tracking and Quality
Modification covers almost all cases shown in Figure 5 but copying and stealing. Protection is only possible, if an intruder has no direct access to the object including its meta-data and properties. Any part that is not allowed to be modified without permission has to be signed. However, if objects can be transferred out of a secure environment (e.g. the users' hard disk), the object content is readable and could be used for a new object. Encryption of the object prevents any access without having the right certificate. Certificates do not have to cover the whole object and might be associated with or Figure 5 . Possible manipulations in a virtual world store, if we do not have a sound security concept exclude components. For example, a virtual house needs modifiable surfaces to decorate the walls, but perhaps the floor layout cannot be modified.
The major crux with all of this is that every component must act jointly. Transferring a secure object to an (assumed safe) environment also initiates the certificate delivery to decode the object. It would be realistic to hypothesize that the user is neither aware of the ambidextrous behavior nor would he notice the operations on the object. Comparable back doors (as well as other issues like compatibility problems of asset and application) existed with DRM for music and caused its decline: using non-digital media after decoding and compression to dissolve watermarks created DRM-free copies. We have already mentioned the counterpart where programs read the graphic card memory. The computer industry already has different solutions to provide secure platforms, e.g. trusted computing (Trusted Computing Group; 2010) or trusted networks (Open Trust, 2010) .
Systems are as secure as their weakest component because someone can enter the system and change behavior. Therefore, for maximum security, we need secure (and trusted) systems. We have covered some issues to demonstrate important issues to be considered in an open inter-world setting. Even though arguments about open source and free objects abound and should be considered, it is necessary to provide protection against users not following a codex, but instead cause harm by stealing, changing or deleting. Even within a secure system, it is always given to open objects and share code and design, and strongly supported by the authors. Nevertheless, companies relying on making money within virtual worlds must have a means to protect assets and intellectual property, in order to have the confidence that they can participate in and thrive in virtual worlds, as well as expand their virtual world offerings.
examples in Real environments
In this section we examine Second Life (and to a short extent OpenSimulator and Project Wonderland) to provide contemporary examples of object handling. We are not going to cover every aspect about object handling but want to provide a rough understanding about what happens in 3D worlds. Sure, there are almost uncountable other worlds (see KZero (2009) and Virtual World Review (2010) for an overview) each with unique object handling and protection. We decided on Second Life as it is the most popular one with respect to in-world development of objects and on the other two as they provide a very good platform to implement our concept. Also these worlds provide opposites like closed vs. open world, entertainment vs. business context, single grid vs. multi-grid, and so on; but this would not be part of the following discussion.
Second Life
Second Life was started in 1999 by Philip Rosedale with Linden Lab and started much of the interest about second (virtual) realities not only in popular media but also scientific journals; cf. (Linden Lab 2010d). The success was primarily related to the immense possibilities for customization of one's avatar, environment, as well as the intricate economic system and ability to communication and interaction with others in a free to form environment unlike games with their codified rules. It should be noted that Second Life participates in many research projects supporting virtual worlds and has contributed greatly to various disciplines in this respect; however, it is still considered a closed world as avatars and content is still not freely exchangeable. Still, we can benefit from a brief discussion in terms of how this virtual world manages its multitude of objects.
Object Identification and Privileges
Second Life uses the Universal Unique Identifier (UUID, Linden Lab, 2010b): a 128-bit identifier following standards by the Open Software Foundation. This approach provides for a large range for UUIDs, as well as rules for creating unique UUIDs, such that the likelihood of unintentionally assigning the same one twice is very rare. Thus, no central server for coordination is needed, providing a less complex mechanism. Using this approach, the closed Second Life system can validate new UUIDs and prevent identifier collisions.
Second Life further protects objects in its system by operating all of the virtual world servers and allows limited access only after authentication. We should note that this approach might be modified and relaxed somewhat with Second Life offering new servers users can buy and use behind organizational firewalls with proposed full access to hosted islands at the administrative level (Linden Lab, 2010c) and continuing development on the Open Grid Protocol (Linden Lab, 2009a) . However, this would most likely be cost prohibitive to most individual users.
In Second Life, objects have creators (the very first owner without additional rights compared to owners) and owners; access control for user can only be done within scripts. That is, privileges to functions are part of the scripted function and changes require programming knowledge. Another example is using the internal function to move objects (non-physical ones, as others can be moved by just applying force to them). This feature is either implemented as a function including permission for entities or granted by selecting an option to allow moving objects by anybody.
Another privilege is given through parcel management, which restricts access but not visibility if it is on an island with public access rights. In Second Life, to provide protection (access and visibility), objects require an isolated island not attached to others. The roles and capabilities in Second Life allow specifying users within groups, but with respect to objects, it provides only transfer to groups (and not roles within the group), access to manipulation as moving, copying, editing, and setting the object for sale. Other object related capabilities are indirectly controlled through parcel management, where settings specify who can create new or return existing objects. All of this leads to some particularly challenging security and access issues in Second Life. As described in the following section, the limitations are quiet high and limit the flexibility as well as the security. That is, secure and public areas have to be clearly separated (i.e. due to visibility issues) and user specific access is limited to roles and capabilities or requires specific scripts (compared to user role or having object-related privileges that can be granted to users).
Object Access and Transfer
One of Second Life's main features is the economic system, where users buy and sell objects and land. As a result, the transfer of objects is closely associated with sale prices; however, the price does not affect the transfer itself. The transfer is limited to the role owner as users are handled within scripted functions and the creator is considered to be owner as well. Privileges for the next owner cannot be specified beyond very restricted limits (Linden Lab, 2009b) . The next owner gets either full access and modification rights to the object, is only allowed to create further copies, or has to keep it as it is. The next owner is selected by passing the object to another entity (in Second Life restricted to avatars), whom receives the object with the chosen rights. Second Life does permit an option, where the object can be copied by everybody who also gains full access by this. From a security perspective, this is unacceptable as it provides unlimited copies in an uncontrolled manner.
Second Life tracks three privileges that can be passed to the next owner: 1) modify (change everything about the object), 2) copy (create unlimited copies of an object), and 3) resell (next owner can sell the object). If copy and sell are activated, the next owner can copy and sell the object as well, causing an uncontrolled distribution with possible enormous economic damage. When a person passes objects without copy permission this implies that the object is given away without any possibility to retake it. Users in Second Life can create temporary objects with a built-in destruction timer and Second Life provides visible options to encode this in functions. Temporary objects and areas that clear themselves after a certain time endangers persistence as the world is changeable without real control; even though the objects are returned to the owners' inventory. Note that scripts have their own permissions similar to object permissions so this framework can be extended here as well.
Object Information, Tracking and Quality
Second Life uses properties for objects in order to support the advanced physical engine and provide a true immerse feeling for users. Nevertheless, restrictions apply as some properties are not permitted to be changed to provide more straightforward realistic modeling: Object weight is determined by size rather than being able to specify concrete mass, flexible objects cannot be physical, and objects cannot be connected to others; e.g. connecting a rope to a hook or having a realistic towing bar. Programming manipulation allows implementing these elements but only with detailed effort and advanced knowledge about the system. In addition, objects lack information for retrieval, usage, and relation. Besides object name and description, no further object information can be assigned by developers such as meta-data, cultural, or social appropriateness, as well as (semantic) relationship to other objects. Although verification for object placement in a certain area can be based on age, ethics, or culture on a higher level, by having underlying ontologies or rule-based systems, this is unfeasible because with over a billion hardly-specified objects, object retrieval is comparable to finding the infamous needle in a hay stack.
Please note that users can create objects inworld or with external applications like Blender to allow for detailed object parameters. However, once imported, these objects are stored in-world on Linden Lab servers and come under the same restrictions as objects created in-world; moreover, an export out of Second Life for further modification is currently not anticipated. Applications do exist (e.g., Second Inventory) that permit backups of completely owned objects (with full access rights) in the avatar's inventory to external storage devices, but not of islands or specified objects in the world (even user-owned). Nevertheless, the security is minimal for controlling access to objects and producing (unauthorized) copies because other software can download whole islands even though it violates Second Life's ToS. Another program, Open Source viewer, can access all in-world information to visualize objects and, therefore, can create digital replicas. Currently, there is no mechanism to encrypt objects or require certificates to validate object ownership. This makes the protection of intellectual property a challenge.
Except for the ToS prohibition in Second Life against external copy tools there are no features or controls in place to help creators properly protect their objects. However, Linden Lab is aware of the problem and is considering several changes, especially because everything digital faces the risk of being somehow copied (Linden Lab, 2009c) . Some form of an approved rights management program could make large strides towards a safer environment for Second Life creators.
Ultimately, Second Life is a pioneer in Virtual Worlds, but its closed-world system leads to many object management shortcomings in terms of access, interoperability, and security. Objects are for in-world usage with limited inter-world transfer possibilities. Although server-based storage and execution of scripts lends itself to high-level protection, it also leads to a very restricted access to specific object properties. Moreover, security is not part of the object design (besides the ownership and passed rights for the next owner) but requires individual implementation using internal scripting language. Relation and context-based properties are not implemented and object naming and tagging is not enforced which results in the difficult retrieval of objects. Security can be implemented but requires programming knowledge and loyalty to the Second Life environment as the restrictions cannot be ported to other virtual worlds.
OpenSimulator
OpenSimulator (also called OpenSim) started in 2007 and is an Open Source 3D application server to create a virtual world being compliant with Second Life viewers (using the same protocols for the client-server communication and grid management) and also resembles many other aspects (OpenSimulator, 2010a) . Nevertheless, OpenSimulator is by far more than just a re-written Second Life server as it provides a larger functionality, while giving full control over the server through local installations (behind the firewalls of organizations) and unrestricted interfaces to integrate further applications. In addition, the functionality can be extended by loadable modules, multiple protocols providing communication beyond the OpenSimulator grid, users have full control over their objects, and in-world scripting is not limited to one proprietary language but can be, e.g., LSL, Jscript, C#, Yield Prolog, or VB.Net (OpenSimulator, 2010c) .
In contrast to Second Life, OpenSimulator can be installed on individual computers, providing the user with all rights for administrating the system; including access to the virtual objects for, e.g., backup. The same advantages are given in the so-called grid-mode (depending on the access rights assigned to the individual users) where multiple instances are connected to a larger virtual world and, from a technological perspective, several servers are used to distribute the required workload. Individual servers are set up for the management of users, grid, assets, inventory, messaging, and regions. It is anticipated (and done in first experiments) to connect the OpenSimulator grid to the Second Life grid and allow traversal of avatars from one world to the other (Linden Lab, 2008) . But so far, the teleport works just for the avatar without any objects including the appearance of the avatar itself. However, object transfer between OpenSimulator and Second Life is subject of further research; a detailed description can be found in Sequeira (2009); whereas security is not the main concern in this work.
The similarity (and compatibility) of OpenSimulator to Second Life with less administrative limits and less costs for maintaining land, OpenSimulator is an interesting test and development platform for users as content (objects) can be exported to Second Life; i.e. if LSL was used as the script language (Winkler, 2010 , Vilela et a., 2010 , Novak, 2010 . Note that OpenSimulator is still development in process and while it proofed its robustness in real-life projects, many aspects like full support of LSL are not yet implemented to their full extent. From a research and educational perspective, the missing economical support might be of little relevance, but companies with ambitions to make revenue are not able to use OpenSimulator for their productive installation. Another problem in OpenSimulator, which might be the result of the current status as alpha version and still in development, is the missing terms of services and the therewith the problem of defining and claiming copyrights.
The security of objects is similar to Second Life. Objects are transferred to the client for visualization (while objects with no access are kept on the server in Project Wonderland) and allow access to the object structure through this. Encryption and further protection through tracking and watermarking are mentioned as possible extensions but not yet specified with any means. Note, that the storage of objects is different in Second Life (file system) and Open Simulator (database). The architectural design of OpenSimulator provides a great basis for concepts like we suggest in Section 4 as the server structure already separates different responsibilities.
Project Wonderland
Project Wonderland is an Open Source collaborative 3D virtual world implemented in Java and designed as a server-client-architecture. Until 2010, the project was funded by Sun Microsystems (Oracle, 2008) who intended to develop a robust, secure, reliable, scalable, and functional environment for organizations to improve communication among distant partners, but also to work collaboratively together by having all common desktop tools like OpenOffice available. The funding was stopped during the acquisition of Sun by Oracle and is continued (by the same team) as Open Wonderland (Open Wonderland, 2010; Korolov, 2010) with the same focus.
Project Wonderland is built on top of the 3D engine jMonkeyEngine and the game server Project Darkstar. The virtual world is internally described by a (3D) scene graph with the node world as the root and all other cells hierarchically organized from the root down. Cells are the objects described as the volume they take in the virtual world. A cell can contain further cells and can be positioned, rotated, or scaled. To each cell (which could be a TV set), capabilities are assigned to describe what can be done with the object. This is comparable to the functions used in our object model. The cells' initial state is stored in a hierarchy of XML-files (also called Wonderland File System), which describes the cell structure and the containing components, modules, and artworks. The cells can be created by every user and dynamically loaded into the world. Simple editing is possible since version 0.5, such that location is not necessarily set in the XML file but using graphical interfaces.
Security is a major aspect for Project Wonderland. The Open Source approach allows an installation behind corporate firewalls and the extensive APIs can be used for integration of the existing authentication and identity management of the business. The objects are secured by (hierarchical) access control lists to control visibility, interaction, and editing. For Project Wonderland, a DAC implementation with focus on simplicity exists. The Discretionary Access Control (DAC) restricts the access to objects for users or groups, similar to the UNIX model ; i.e. passing the rights down in the hierarchy. The access permissions can be passed on to other users. WonderDAC has three user groups (owner, group, everyone) with two permissions (interact, alter). The authors keep the complexity (and therewith the granularity for access rights) low in favor of acceptance. Thus, objects with no interact permission will not be visible to avatars. Note, that without permissions, objects are not submitted to the clients to increase security. Further security features like encryption or prevention of stealing objects is not (yet) implemented, even though DAC can be used to restrict access by unauthorized users.
Second Life and Project Wonderland are targeting different users. While Second Life is focused on in-world activities using the provided tools, connectivity to external applications is very limited due to the restricted interfaces. Project Wonderland, on the other hand, allows import of most formats and (almost) unlimited extensibility by further modules. The main target groups are (business) teams working on real-life projects like meetings for brainstorming, presentations, or product development. To provide a virtual counterpart for an office setting, Project Wonderland allows inclusion of desktop applications like OpenOffice or Internet Browser. Second Life also allows the projection of web sites (including interaction), but is not supporting collaborative work as the interaction is local to the client.
Creation or modification of objects in-world is not possible and reduces its value especially for users without experience in using external programs for modeling. Second Life and Open-Simulator already have full editors allowing everyone do be creative. Same applies to in-world scripting, which is currently in early development in Project Wonderland but will provide a more flexible way of extending the functionality compared to Second Life as different programming languages without restrictions will be supported. Other missing features are, for example, personal inventories, exchange of objects between avatars, or an economical system and in-world currency; but with Project Wonderland still in development (current version 0.5), the chances of improvement are high. With respect to our concept for object security, Project Wonderland provides an ideal experimental environment.
cOncePT fOR OBJecT secURITY
Virtual worlds have been around for some time, yet the research centering on object security in multi-environment conditions is still quite undeveloped. As we noted earlier in the chapter, securing objects in single environments is mainly done through restricting access by authentication and access control lists, while the multi-environment focus on the transfer of objects is mainly centered on standards discussions; cf. Hurlimann (2009) and OpenSimulator (2010b) . Industry to date is interested more in protecting music and movies, instead of 3D objects in virtual worlds. Numerous publications and research streams cover watermarking, encryption, and signatures, but almost none focus on 3D object security in multi-environments. More needs to be done on how we can guarantee that objects are unique or limited to a certain count. Note that we are aware of the influence of market shares and revenues involved in the entertainment industry for music and movies versus 3D-objects in virtual worlds.
Moreover our concept may not shake the view of the (virtual) worlds because we cover known technologies from other fields and existing environments, but we integrate them into a trusted network of objects and certificated environments. Our research argues that people need to be aware of security, and be aware that playing in and learning about virtual worlds has to mesh with the business needs for serious applications. We should also emphasize that our research does not move away from the concepts and philosophy of open objects, but many users are hesitant to fully use virtual worlds because they do not want to lose their ideas and properties. We realize there needs to be a balance between freedom and security.
Our proposed architecture uses technology already implemented within the Internet, for data protection, or digital right management to manage objects in multi-environments. Our concept surrounding the protection of objects includes encryption, certificates, safe and trusted environments, trusted networks, and therefore participation of environment providers to implement this support and protection. In terms of our ongoing research, we have initiated the implementation of the Global Object Management System and currently conducting our first experiments with mobile applications. Our concept of securing objects demonstrates that we are able to protect our work, transfer it to other environments, and by this improve their overall value of objects. In addition, secure objects will create new marketplaces as companies can control the penetration of the market by limiting objects (e.g., collectibles with increased value) or prevent plagiarism and manipulation, thereby protecting copyright and intellectual property.
Our architecture combines several ideas common to digital goods controls on the Internet (images, movies, books, or music), as well as virtual worlds (OpenSimulator, Project Wonderland), in conjunction with encryption and security concepts (PGP, watermarks, DRM). The following sections describe our concept and some implementations of GOMS, how it can be integrated in virtual environments, and what current research questions on which we are currently focusing. With respect to underlying technologies, we refer to a collection of books and papers for further reading at the end of our chapter.
Global Object Management system Architecture
This section outlines our system architecture created to handle digital objects and provide (if requested and anticipated by the object) a secure exchange between different environments. We discuss it in this section realizing that the presented system is reduced to elementary components to visualize the idea, while keeping the complexity low (cf. Section 4.2 and Figure 14) . Figure 6 shows a possible exchange of objects passing through different devices and platforms. In this example, Torsten buys the object chair (originally created by Torsten's Second Life avatar Tyke) and keeps the copy on a mobile device (1). For this example, we assume a global limit of four objects chair; including the original in the store. With respect to the environments, we assume the blackberry to be certified and secure, while the iPhone and Notebook are not certified. Torsten has no privileges besides transferring the object to other devices (2) or environments (3). In Second Life, Tyke (the next owner of the object) is allowed to create copies (up to a given limit) and passes two newly created chairs to Phillip (4) in the same environment. Phillip keeps one version in his personal inventory (7, transfer) and transfers one version to the mobile device of his (real-life) user Sascha (5, transfer); with no privileges for Sascha to do any modifications to the object. Later, Sascha intends to give another copy of the object to his colleague Alan as a present (6). Unfortunately, we have created two extra copies of the object chair since the first transfer (in total, there are already four chairs in the system) and reached the upper boundary; preventing us from actually giving Alan a copy of the chair. Note that Alan's mobile device is a secure environment and, therefore, objects are verified and checked against limits thereby stopping the transfer. However, on unsecure devices, this might not be checked, but the object would be protected by encryption, thereby stopping the transfer as well; cf. Section 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. In conclusion, we have to deal, for example, with unsecure (in the following called uncertified) environments, change of ownership, checking the availability of objects, and securing the transfer. Figure 6 also includes transactions that may result in possible GOMS security risks: These include (a) authentication, (b) secure transfer of Figure 6 . Example for the turnaround of an object passing through several certified and non-certified systems and environments. objects, (c) protection of objects on non-trusted devices, (d) multiplying and transferring objects, and (e) guaranteeing the given limit of existing objects in the system. Our example demonstrates the need for GOMS to control security of the object and its properties (e.g., scripts or metadata), keep track of objects (e.g., ownership, count, or location), entities (users, avatars, environments), and regulate processes (transfer, copy, filter, transformation). By using strict authentication, key-pair encryption, hash codes, and certificates for environments, we build a network of trusted components, in which object security can be controlled and guaranteed to a certain extent. This is similar to the trusted computing framework and its strong hierarchical approach to secure systems all the way from hardware to applications, which guarantees non-manipulated systems (Trusted Computing Group, 2010) .
In case of missing privileges and certificates, the encrypted objects are not usable on, for example, Torstens' mobile devices (non-trusted system), even though the devices can pass the digital files on to other users and avatars. Alan, on the other hand, owns software which is trusted and able to decode objects for visualization if his device has the appropriate object permissions and access. For the sake of completeness, we call objects invalid if the object is modified and not yet verified for correctness by GOMS or transferred from an uncertified environment without being completely encrypted. Otherwise, objects are considered to be valid. The object is valid as long as it is only in certified environments, whereas GOMS is required to verify availability, which cannot be done otherwise; cf. Section 4.1.4.
Multiple ownership of objects does not imply that all owners have their individual copy, considering that the same object cannot exist more than one time; for example, a unique piece of artwork. It merely means that the object should be simultaneously accessible by all owners. In this situation, GOMS keeps track of transfers, knows about the current owner (of the physical object) and location (device), and supports communication and exchange of objects. In addition, GOMS acts as a global object server providing access to replicas of objects if, local repositories or inventories are offline. Figure 14 in Section 4.2 shows the major components and processes of GOMS, and the following subsections (4.1.1-3) describe details about how GOMS handles potential security risks and required processes.
Authentication
Granting access to objects, servers, environments, or functionalities can be implemented in many ways. In this case we need to control the access to system components (e.g., accessing a store), allowed functionality within the components (e.g., browsing the catalog, buying objects, (unrestricted) transfer to other systems), or the privileges being granted for specific objects. Access control lists (ACL) are the common solution to control access. Similar to the UNIX file system, ACL govern distinct access on different levels (read, write, execute) for different user groups (owner, group, everyone) . Whereas the level of detail can vary in other systems, here access is granted to identities. For example, Second Life uses creator and the permission to transfer or copy objects, whereas visibility (read) is not realized.
For the sake of completeness, we mention other concepts but will not go into further details because we use privileges to encode access to objects. The other concepts are role based access control, (RBAC, users or groups have assigned roles with specific access to resources), discretionary access control (DAC, restricting the access to objects for users or groups, similar to Unix models [cf. Wright & Madey, 2008a] ), mandatory access control (MAC, also called non-discretionary access control, which uses multi-level security), capability-based security (CBS, in which the user needs capabilities to access or interact with referenced objects according to the rights of the capability, [cf. Scheffler, 2008] ), and rule-based access control (RuBAC, a set of rules that defines the access to resources [cf. Techtopia, 2009] ) for further information about this subject.
In addition to different models for controlling the access, we need to specify the kind of authentication, such as providing proof that one is the authorized individual. Basically, the spectrum varies from single factor authentication of username-password with different exigencies for the password quality up to multi-factor authentication with combined biometric identification, password authentication, and device credentialing (Vielhauer, 2005) . With respect to object security, we will later describe key-pair encryption with secret and public keys. If a message or object is encrypted with the public key, it can only decoded by the matching secret key, therefore identity is proven by owning the correct key (in addition to keeping the secret key, the validity of the public key is also verified by trusted networks [Haenni and Jonczy, 2007] ). On the other hand, the secret key can be used to sign messages (encryption), with the public key as the matching counterpart for decryption or identity check, respectively (cf. Ferguson et al. (2010) for more details on key pair encryption).
Encryption
In case of secure environments (e.g., object stores, mobile devices, virtual worlds), the interception of objects during transfer is the most likely attack vector against content. Secure connections (e.g. virtual private networks (VPN) or secure protocols like SSL) and authentication of communication partners are critical protections to prevent attacks (e.g., man-in-the-middle). In addition, the objects require encryption in case of illegal acquisition so that the objects are of no value for the attacker since they are undecipherable (cf. Cole (2009) for an overview for network security). Figure 7 depicts the processes for authentication and secure transfer in open networks. In this example, the user requests access via a mobile device using login and password (1), which is authenticated by the identity server (2). Furthermore, a secure channel is established (4) to transfer (6) the requested object (5). Note that this example excludes the GOMS encryption visualization and focuses on the authentication and transfer.
Advanced protection is required when objects are in open (non-certified and non-trusted) environments; e.g. Torstens' mobile device in Figure  6 . In this is situation, object access, in conjunction with any modifications, duplications, or usages, needs to be prevented. Objects have properties and content with discerned access levels that need to be maintained. In many cases, it might be expedient to allow readability of properties for retrieval or classification. Nevertheless, the integrity of the object has the highest priority and requires several mechanisms that must be included in the security model.
Depending on the kind of object (free vs. payment, open code vs. hidden code), the content may or may not be visible. One option would be the inclusion of previews while the full content is kept encrypted without the required matching Figure 7 . Authentication and secure transfer of objects; encryption is not shown here keys or certificates. Previews could also censor adult themes until required authentication had occurred. Integrity is assured by encrypted hash codes, which are inserted by GOMS or respective environments using their secret keys. Note that in open (uncertified) environments encryption can, and perhaps should, be used on the whole object (to include properties and content) in order to prevent any access. The object would be stored on the device without further application or usage. One scenario to use this approach would be the backup on (public) storage places to distribute the risk of data loss. Further description on hash codes is discussed below within the context of object transfer (cf. Section 4.1.3 covering object transfer).
Another context for objects is a secure, certified, and trusted environment. Here, the content is (in certain boundaries) protected against external risks and can be decrypted by entities with sufficient privileges. Figure 8 demonstrates the practice of certificates where requested objects (1) are encrypted and wrapped in envelopes (2) before being transferred to the requesting environment. Not shown in Figure 8 is the identity authentication illustrated in Figure 7 , with which the enveloped is addressed and sealed. Just as with public key encryption, the envelope can only be opened with a matching certificate. The corresponding certificate (matching the previously encoded object) is requested (4), personalized (5), and sent back (6) to open the envelope (7). The personalization includes further details on what the identity is permitted to do. In our model this concerns access to properties and content as privileges (regarding the object) are part of the object itself. In step (7), it is important that the environment is trusted and verification holds against attacks and security holes. Much of this is accomplished in the system framework as trusted systems require a complete stack of authenticated components, from hardware to the high-level software application. The object can be decoded by opening the envelope with the certificate and decrypting the content. Further regulation of privileges is done by the environment, which guarantees the object security and blocking of attacks from internal and external threats and unauthorized access.
In general, the current active environment is responsible for the security of the object before, during, and after the transfer to new environments. This holds true for certified environments that are part of the complete GOMS architecture. Nevertheless, we must consider uncertified environments, as well as two modes of connectivity: online and offline. Being online is straight forward as the transfer involves GOMS, which tracks and maintains identities, certificates, object states, and Figure 8 . Using certificate to protect objects from being used in environments other than certified ones availability. Therefore, the object can be transferred via GOMS to perform all checks (cf. Section 4.1.3). However, offline transactions require further precautions. If objects are moved to uncertified environments, they are wrapped with an envelope using the public environment key (issued by GOMS during certification). The following actions would be performed for increased object security:
• Content Encryption: The environment creates a symmetric key to encrypt the content. The key itself is stored (with the object) and encrypted for each identity having access rights (defined by the privileges) with the corresponding public key. This encryption allows decryption by different entities without distributing the actual key; c.f. Figure 9 . • Property Encryption: Encryption similar to the key for content, but designed either for all properties as a whole or each individual property to provide selective access control. This key can be valuable if one wants to keep general information for the object accessible for search engines while other properties are kept secret. • Integrity: Maintaining an object's desired state and behavior is most important in uncertified environments to protect against modifications, as well as achieve access in secure environments. Encrypted hash codes provide fast verification against unauthorized modifications by recalculating and comparing the hash code to the decrypted matching public key hash code. Deviations result in invalid objects.
Modification should also be considered using hash codes to assure integrity. If online, each modification can be verified by GOMS (including privileges) which will create and sign new hash codes. Offline hampers the process, but with change and revision tracking in place (including prove of identity), GOMS can use this information to later verify, approve, and assign new and valid hash codes to the object.
We illustrate this procedure in Figure 10 as follows: (1) Calculate hash codes for different parts of the object, thereby identifying the corresponding hash code (for which modifications are anticipated). (2) GOMS completes the online verification as well. Here, the signed hash codes (calculated and signed by the identity who did the modifications) are compared to the ones from GOMS (HC TR1 with HC GOM and HC TR2 with HC GOM2 ). If the hash codes do not match, the object is considered invalid (assuming that someone did [unauthorized] modifications). Otherwise, the modification is accepted and the object is compressed by removing hash codes and recalculating the overall object hash code once again.
Object are deemed invalid if re-calculated hash codes do not match the signed hash code in the object, or if there is a list of hash codes for any part (implying that modifications of the object were not verified; cf. Section 4.1.3) Although certified environments might be able to provide functionality for integrity verification, they cannot control limitations on the count of objects unless being connected to GOMS (cf. Section 4.1.4).
Transfer of Objects
Without distinguishing between copy and move, there are eight kinds of transfer in GOMS, that are either offline or online, as well as all combinations of certified and uncertified environments. As discussed previously in the chapter, transfer between uncertified environments cannot be controlled in either connectivity mode. All that can be assured is to protect the content through encryption and rely on later GOMS verification. Transferring objects from certified to uncertified environments while being offline can be done by encrypting required parts (content), guaranteeing integrity through hash codes (mainly properties), and wrapping the object in an envelope (requiring a certificate or matching key to open the envelope again). Figure 11 depicts the online transfer of objects from certified to other environments via GOMS. The wrapped object (1, using the private key of the environment) is transferred to GOMS (2) where it is first unwrapped (3) and checked against several criteria (4). GOMS serves as storage facility for all objects including information about their current location, quantity, and ownership. GOMS also verifies if objects are valid and have not been manipulated by unauthorized entities. Therefore, each incoming object is checked for its expected location (problems might result from transfers to non-certified environments), its validity (certified environments can invalidate objects if they are deleted or show manipulations), integrity (hash codes have to match the content and properties), and quantity (does a copy exceed the maximum Figure 10 . Protection of integrity if accessible properties are modified in uncertified environments. The approval is done by GOMS. Here, the hash codes are given for the name, content, and overall object number of globally available objects). The checks also include verifying and processing the modifications still being encoded in the objects (cf. 4.1.2).
If checks fail, the transfer is cancelled and the initiating environment is informed to revoke the copied object or inform the user (5). Problems with the object are then handled by the environment itself or the object is send to GOMS for repair. If the transfer is allowed (6, the object can be copied or moved, including the privileges of involved identities), the source as well as new object id in the originating environment is revoked (7, object is invalid), otherwise the transfer is cancelled and the id of the new object is revoked (8). Having the environment revoke objects is necessary because moving and copying objects can leave objects in the cache, and the objects need to be declared as invalid (responsibility of the environment, whereas GOMS would not further issue certificates for these objects). The ownership is modified and the privileges are updated. Finally, the object is encrypted, wrapped (11), and sent to the destination environment, which could be the same as the originating one (12). In addition, the object database is updated according to the object properties and content (10). Information about the transfer is associated with the object for later traceability, with information such as environments, type of transfer, involved identities, and changed ownership.
Copied objects reference their source via the identifier in the trace; cf. also Figure 4 . This ensures that the source identifier of a copied object is not removed (loss of all references). The identifier is also duplicated in the object with the second identifier being signed by GOMS as with the hash codes. As a result, GOMS is able to recognize copies and their origin. During the checks (cf. Figure 11 ), the trace is updated according to the signed source identifier (cf. Figure 12 ).
Uniqueness of Object Identifier and Limited Quantity
Our proposed architecture combines two philosophies: global server-based management and simultaneous self-sustaining objects. We have chosen this approach to strike a balance between handling and security. The previous sections provided an overview about security and transfer procedures, but did not discuss the concept of securing uniqueness and boundaries on limited objects. Again, the main concern is that objects can originate from uncertified environments where online-connection to GOMS is not guaranteed at all times. Therefore, new objects are considered to be invalid as long as they are not verified and approved by GOMS.
If we assume that an object is created in an uncertified system (e.g., XML-editor), it is not Figure 11 . Process of verifying the transferred object possible to define unique identifiers without contacting GOMS; thus the creator program might define its own identifier. The identifier is flagged as temporary (either by parameter or the missing signed hash code [by GOMS]) and has to be later adjusted by GOMS (e.g., using an [Web] service or importing it into a certified environment). While the object is part of GOMS, the object server keeps track of the unique identifier such that it is not re-assigned as long as the object is still used. The identifier can be re-used if objects are permanently removed.
In addition to managing the uniqueness of objects, GOMS controls limits on objects. First, the usage of objects relies on certificates (certified environments) and strict encryption of critical parts in uncertified environments. Second, the validity and integrity of objects is approved only by GOMS (by hash codes), which is also keeping track of all objects and their count. Thus, GOMS holds limits by not validating new objects or by restricting issued certificates. Let's have a look at another example: Protection against stealing. When objects leave a certified environment, they require proper protection by having them sealed (signed) and/or encrypted with the corresponding secret key of the owner. Protection against modification is given by hash codes while stealing is prevented by (1) encryption and (2) the challenge of seal removal from the original owner. This is especially true if copied and passed along to someone else within uncertified environments. Here, the transfer has to be later authorized by GOMS involving authentication by both (new and old) owners. Figure 13 depicts the verification process from a higher system level. Here, if an object is copied several times within an uncertified environment, the verification during import will either result in acceptance or rejection of the object. The verification of ownership is not shown in Figure  13 , but is part of Step 3. In general, the imported object (1, 5, and 7) is first verified by GOMS (2 and 8; requiring an online connection) regarding the different criteria (3): validity, expected location (here, objects should be reported to have left a certified environments before or the last know environment is contacted to verify the transfer), integrity, ownership, and availability. The outcome of the verification results either in decrypting the object by passing a certificate to the environment (4) or rejecting the object. Most important in this context is the UUID, the ownership, the trace of the object to verify transfers, and signatures as well as hash codes (cf. our discussion in the previous sections). 
GOMs Architecture in an OnGoing Research Project
GOMS is research in progress. Thus, several components exist mere as experimental prototypes rather than releasable modules. But the implementations so far demonstrate that we are pursuing a promising research stream with the architecture and able to provide a secure environment for critical projects in an emerging field. All of the previously described concepts are building blocks for GOMS, with the overall schematic illustrated in Figure 14 . There are additional modules here not discussed in this chapter because they do not directly deal with object security management. These modules are primarily the filters (import, export, conversion) and the databases for building the (semantic) network of objects. The following list presents a short overview and description of the modules: Figure 13 . Import of (non-approved) copies into certified environments Figure 14 . Modules of the Global Object Management System and currently applied test environments in the ongoing research project
• Environments: We focus currently on three environments, one of which is simply the uncertified Windows file system to verify the security of objects. The others are Project Wonderland, where we have the highest degree of flexibility for experiments in virtual worlds and the IPhone with a self-developed mobile store for 3D objects. We consider the last two environments to be secure and trusted. OpenSim is a further candidate currently being considered to expand the number of environments.
• Databases: GOMS requires storage of objects, certificates, and identities. Here, we use different database models with respect to the stored data. The core component is the development of a Semantic Object Database, which does not follow the relational database model but builds networks representing the relations of the objects (cf. Aust and Till, 2009 ). This database stores the actual object and uses the information in the properties (and especially relations) to build a network of objects. In combination with intelligent import filters to analyze tags with respect to concepts (including WordNet), we are able to build automatic relations and increase the value of the network (cf. Boese, 2010) . Other databases we use are the Object State Database (information about identifier, validity, location, and ownership), the Identity Database (information about all entities including groups), the Certificate Database, and Key Server. The object and object state databases are separated for performance reasons, whereas the second one contains operative data for repetitive request, while the first is rather seen as a data warehouse and advanced requests. Note that we consider database and server to be synonymous as the databases include technology to access them via network and to process requests in a more advanced way than just returning the results. • Export and Import: Controlling all incoming objects and requests including the described verification on validity (cf. Section 4.1.3) and converting (if possible) of objects during export to a specific environment. Here, it might be important to emphasize again, that compatibility in multi-environments is as problematic as security. We use an object model, where the multitude is encompassed but limits still exist especially with respect to functionality. If conversion is not possible, export might be denied. The filtering and conversion process is not further described here as this is only of minor relevance for security. • Web-Services: Most of the functionality should be accessible by other applications in their simplest form. Precisely, GOMS provides services to verify the validity and integrity of objects, to retrieve objects from the (semantic) network, convert objects, and other functions.
•
Interfaces: Communication to environments and applications is established through the GOMS Interface (also responsible for establishing a secure communication channel). The databases are accessed via an Access Layer controlling requests for data; if more than one database is involved.
The above modules were not discussed in this chapter as they do not immediately apply to object security. Although they are critical for smooth GOMS operation, they are not application here. Additional discussions of the GOMS architecture as it relates to object security within e-learning (Reiners et al., 2005; Reiners & Suhl, 2007) are available. With respect to our ongoing research, we are currently implementing the next version of the encryption model for a larger experimental setting. We do want to note that an initial experiment using the iPhone produced promising results that confirm the malleability and functionality of the GOMS architecture to adapt to various media while controlling the flow of objects. More about the GOMS architecture and our research is available at our website (http://www.virtualobject-security.org).
cOncLUsIOn
Based on the Gartner Hype Cycle, (public) virtual worlds are far beyond their peak of inflated expectations and expected to reach the slope of enlightenment within the next years with some fields like education already well beyond this point. During the gold-rush atmosphere the speed of development resulted in numerous virtual environments and uncountable amounts of objects with little concern about security for the objects, but finding (economical) applications. However, it seems that with the revival of 3D entertainment and the shift to a 3D Web, where virtual worlds and Web 2.0 define the common denominator, it is more or less a matter of time. Add to this the importance of security not only of the environment and avatar (through authentication) but also the objects, which are the essential building blocks for a dynamic and living environment.
In this chapter, we proposed a different approach for encoding virtual objects following the object oriented programming paradigm. All information is stored within the object, such as privileges for access and behavior functionality. We illustrated contemporary approaches, such as in Second Life to demonstrate the comprehensiveness of current and coming applications, always keeping in mind the need of object security and exchange between different environments. In addition, we sketched our GOMS architecture consisting of trusted environments and interconnected servers to guarantee object security. We picked major processes to demonstrate the object handling with transfer, integrity, and availability. Key components of GOMS are the encryption, usage of hash codes, and wrapping in sealed envelopes requiring certificates to be opened again. This approach follows accepted security standards currently used in digital right management implemented, with arguable success, in the entertainment sector. We are aware that our approach involves obstacles and should be used with care in real-life scenarios. Nevertheless, security for objects must happen in various contexts so that an overlay of encryption and trusted environments is accepted as standard procedure rather than the alternative of unauthorized copies or access.
GOMS is ongoing research and its implementation in process. Select components exist and function well. This encourages us to continue on our path. The demand for security exists and we propose our solution to redefine the object and its handling. Coming from an educational background, we are concerned with (maybe minor) cases from creating objects in classroom or exams up to innovative product development in distributed virtual teams, where, for example, prototypes of new engine concepts (in form of 3D objects) are exchanged via the Internet and could be illegally acquired. However, in business, a breach of object security would be more dire. The loss of intellectual property or trade secrets could cause an economic catastrophe if the invention becomes public before securing, e.g., patents. GOMS is a systematic approach to guard against this occurring so that organizations can innovate in virtual realms knowing that intellectual property encapsulated in objects will be protected by the very system they use to create objects.
ADDITIOnAL ReADInG
Numerous publications and research streams cover watermarking, encryption, and signatures, but almost none focus on 3D object security in
